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Reviews on Resume Writing Services in New York, NY - Resume Scripter, Five Star Resume, Your Next Jump,
Brooklyn Resume Studio, Resumes By Gina.

And now for the detailed reviews A free consultation starts the process, building a relationship between you
and me. Cons: Resume Professors is owned by a nationwide firm, which could be a turnoff to customers
looking to work with a local company. Don't settle for lateral shifts in your career when you can aim much
higher. Will it get noticed and placed on the top of the pile? There are plenty of Yelp reviews that absolutely
praise their services. Cons: Extra fees for in-person consultations and additional pages can jack up costs. I
brand, package, and position you for job search success and then provide you with ongoing support until you
land the job. A process of truly understanding what makes you unique is the first step. No templates! Pros: day
resume-to-interview guarantee. Fellow New York resume services are certainly in good company with
Resume Professors. Career Shift When shifting career paths, a fresh look at your skills and expertise is
paramount. Can expedite to 48 hours. Two copies will be mailed on professionally watermarked stationary for
presentation on an interview. Gina personalizes every resume and cover letter she writes. Available only via
text message. This New York resume biz delivers clean, professional resumes at rock-bottom rates. The Red
Pen Wench process is highly collaborative - offering up to three drafts until the client is completely satisfied. I
will skillfully design career documents that showcase your expertise, business acumen, and years of proven
success. After career clout revamped my resume, I got the results I was looking for. She puts 25 years of
experience into her mix of resume writing, LinkedIn profile optimization, and career coaching. Our applicants
receive direct contact with their personally assigned writer who has experience in their line of work. In my
free time you can find me skiing or snowboarding, downhill mountain biking, playing guitar, or watching
Rugby at the Irish bar down the street. I am very pleased in my choice to work with him. Ed was so successful
that he started his own recruiting firm. Simply put: I will help you discover, define, and articulate your value
to potential employers Pros: Free consultation and career coaching session via phone or Skype. Interview
tactics and coaching are discussed and practiced to ensure a confident and powerful first impression. Price:
Must request a quote. Craft targeted Cover and Thank You Letter s. Call now at  They offer a variety of
packages that cover all stages of your career. I will: Compose a dynamic Resume that gets you noticed. Todd
was always available when I had questions or needed to talk. Evening and weekend calls are available by
appointment. Is it appealing to look at with crisp, creative design elements? Beautifully designed resumes.
Cons: While there is typically not any fee for consultations, if the consultation goes long, the writers may ask
for a small fee. Expedited service. Head writer and founder Jillian Kinsey is a Villanova graduate with a
passion for creativity. Phone:  Cons: A single-writer operation with limited volume during busy times.
Develop a LinkedIn Profile with a summary page that entices the reader to keep reading.


